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The Surgery, Larkhall



A story about sore knees….



Projected % change in Scotland’s 
population by age group: 
2010 - 2035



Multimorbidity in Scotland

Lancet 2012; 380: 37–43

Epidemiology of multimorbidity and implications for health
care, research, and medical education: a cross-sectional study

Karen Barnett, Stewart W Mercer, Michael Norbury, Graham Watt, Sally Wyke, Bruce Guthrie





What is ‘Realistic Medicine’?



As healthcare professionals we must:

•Listen to our patients - find out what matters 
most to them  - and help them make an 
informed choice; 

•Address over-treatment (not just under-
treatment); 

•challenge variation in clinical practice; and 
•offer higher value care;





• 54% of patients’ complaints and 45% of their concerns 
are not elicited (Stewart et al 1979)

• in 50% of visits, the patient and the doctor do not agree 
on the nature of the main presenting problem (Starfield 
et al 1981)

• doctors frequently interrupt patients so soon after they 
begin their opening statement that patients fail to 
disclose significant concerns (Beckman and Frankel 1984, 
Marvel et al 1999 )

• Robinson et al (2016): Compared to “Do you have any 
questions?”, “any other concerns?” were significantly 
more likely to generate agenda items, especially when 
positioned ‘early’ vs. ‘late’ during visits



Scotland’s Vision

‘By 2025, everyone who provides healthcare in Scotland 
will demonstrate their professionalism through the 
approaches, behaviours and attitudes of Realistic 

Medicine’.



It’s about:

Good communication

Asking the right 
questions … and actively 
listening! 

Citizen’s Panel 
and Jury





Reviewing the 
Consent Process



Libraries



‘Realistic Knowledge’

• Combines the knowledge used in shared decision-making:
• Contextual (e.g. social factors, environmental support)

• Personal (life experience, what matters to me)

• Clinical 

Contextual 

knowledge

Personal 

knowledge

Clinical 

knowledge

Realistic Knowledge



Adding value
High quality care which isn’t appropriate is still

low value care….



Cataract surgery in the 
over 65s

Scottish Atlas of 
Healthcare 
Variation



Embedding Realistic Medicine across 
Scotland 





“We will incorporate the principles of 
realistic medicine as a core component 
of lifelong learning in medical education 
and mainstream the principles of 
realistic medicine into medical 
professionals’ working lives at an early 
stage”



Next Steps



Questions?



Stay in touch

cmo@gov.scot

0131 244 2379

@DrGregorSmith


